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WHAT WILL CHINA FACE IN A WAR WITH AMERICA? / FURIOUS 
FURRIES AND OTHER PRODUCTS OF QUEERING U.S. 

                   Original Air Date: 04.20..24 

Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA, and your brain 
masseur. Get ready for your brain massage. 
Coming war with China? A ruse to halt the elections? 
Iran launched a massive drone attack on Israel — Israel retaliates! 
China and CA Representative Maxine Waters sides with Iran. 
As the “invasion” from drug and sex trafficking Cartels and foreign 
enemies across our borders continue, and planned cyber invasions 
are rumored to be coming from CHINA, the Queer invasion heats 
up. 
Mike Johnson’s spectacular fall rivals Satan’s — like lightning from 
Heaven! 
Maybe weirder than Mike’s defection is Barr’s recent endorsement 
of Trump — ARE THEY PREPARING TO EMBED HIS 
Administration with OPPOSITION JUST IN CASE HE GETS 
ELECTED? Understand that winning this election does not END 
THIS WAR! 
SPEAKING of t he ELECTION: ELECTION FR AUD 
I N C R E A S I N G LY D I S C O V E R E D C O M I N G F R O M 
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS. 
e TRUTH tide is rising: the COVID clot shot exposed! 
It’s time for your Brain Massage®! 
[TRUTH] 
Coming war with China? A ruse to halt the elections? 
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I have played excerpts of a covertly recorded conversation between 
high-ranking CCP military officers discussing a SINO-
AMERICAN open war scenario. We’ve heard CCP spokesmen 
declare the Chinese Communist Party’s intention to destroy 
America. We know the CCP operates an extension of their police 
force in New York to watch suspected CCP defectors here.  We 1

know the CCP has been buying vast amounts of land, 380,000 acres 
and counting  (ranks 18th of 111 countries that own farmland in 2

the US) infiltrating critical positions in corporate America and 
American education  and other Institutions,   embedding key 3 4 5

election soware manufacturers in CA, for example, Konnech, 
giving CCP access to sensitive election-related data  — Oh, and 6

don’t forget the CCP owns controlling interest in our government 
through bribes to Senators  and BIDEN—notably, the MILLIONS 7

 982.6.4-China Complains About U.S. Probe Into Secret Police Station in New York 1

https://www.newsweek.com/china-america-fbi-doj-new-york-secret-police-
station-1795061

 982.6.5-China owns 380,000 acres of land in the U.S. Here's where | KPBS Public 2

Media https://www.kpbs.org/news/news/politics/2023/06/26/china-owns-380-000-
acres-of-land-in-the-u-s-heres-where

 982.6.8-Sen. Cramer, Colleagues Demand Investigation of CCP Influence in American 3

K-12 Schools https://www.cramer.senate.gov/news/press-releases/sen-cramer-
colleagues-demand-investigation-of-ccp-influence-in-american-k-12-schools

 982.6.6-China has already infiltrated America’s institutions | The Hill https://4

thehill.com/opinion/international/541196-china-has-already-infiltrated-americas-
institutions/

 982.6.7-Exclusive/ 600 U.S. Groups Linked to Chinese Communist Party Influence 5

Effort with Ambition Beyond Election https://www.newsweek.com/2020/11/13/
exclusive-600-us-groups-linked-chinese-communist-party-influence-effort-ambition-
beyond-1541624.html

 982.27.2-CEO of poll worker scheduling software company Konnech charged in Los 6

Angeles / NPR https://www.npr.org/2022/10/14/1129172979/election-software-ceo-is-
charged-with-allegedly-giving-chinese-contractors-data-

 See Loudon, Trevor, Security Risk Senators, volumes 1, 2, Independently Published, 7

2022
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in CCP connected payments to the Biden family  together with 8

other foreign entities through shell companies to the tune of 20 
million dollars.   9 10

Friend, we don’t need to see the tax records of a billionaire who 
risked it all to save this country from ruin; we need to see the tax 
records of these politicians who came into office poor and become 
multi-millionaires while serving on the taxpayer’s dime. 
Now we learn that our honorable, revered, and highly trusted FBI  11

 is warning us that Chinese hackers are preparing to launch a 12

major CYBER attack on the U.S. Mr. Wray, whom we all know to be 
the most honest and straightforward stalwart defender of American 
liberty and protector of American security  is warning us, 13

feelingly, that Chinese hackers are preparing to launch an attack on 
U.S. infrastructure. He warns, or is he threatening? hmmmm? He 
informs us that the Chinese “ability to physically wreak havoc on 
our critical infrastructure at a time of its choosing” is “increasingly 
concerning.” [IBID] He said, “e PRC [People’s Republic of 

 982.36.10-Biden Family Members Received $1 Million in Chinese Funds through 8

Hunter Biden Associate https://news.yahoo.com/biden-family-members-
received-1-213529206.html

 982.11.1-PolitiFact | Largest share of foreign payments went to Biden associates, not 9

kin, House GOP memos show https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2023/sep/18/
kevin-mccarthy/largest-share-of-foreign-payments-went-to-biden-as/

 982.6.9-Witnesses Confirm Joe Biden’s Involvement in His Family’s Influence 10

Peddling - United States House Committee on Oversight and Accountability https://
oversight.house.gov/release/witnesses-confirm-joe-bidens-involvement-in-his-familys-
influence-peddling/

 NOT! 982.4.1-FBI’s modus operandi exposed/ Bureau accused of weaponizing 11

briefings to hit GOP targets - Washington Examiner https://
www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/1105968/fbis-modus-operandi-exposed-bureau-
accused-of-weaponizing-briefings-to-hit-gop-targets/

 NOT! 982.23.1-WATCH/ Former FBI employees accuse bureau of ‘weaponization’ 12

against conservatives | PBS NewsHour https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/watch-
former-fbi-employees-accuse-bureau-of-weaponization-against-conservatives

 NOT! 982.23.2-Christopher Wray's Congress Testimony—Five Key Moments https://13

www.newsweek.com/fbi-director-christopher-wray-testimony-house-1812696
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China] has made it clear that it considers every sector that makes 
our society run as fair game in its bid to dominate on the world 
stage and that it plans to land low blows against civilian 
infrastructure to try to induce panic and break American’s will to 
resist.” [IBID].  
Not too long ago, we heard repeatedly that the CCP was shutting 
down such revelations, punishing media and government officials if 
they said anything disparaging to China and shutting down the 
exposure of any of this. So, I’m greatly concerned that China is not 
howling about these revelations; they do not seem to be pulling 
Biden’s chain, the Senator’s, or their Media. 
Has the plan matured to the point where the revelations are 
irrelevant to the CCP’s plans? Does it not matter anymore?  
Is Wray actually presenting a THREAT to the American people 
disguised as a warning? 
I’m asking for a friend! 
Iran launched a huge drone attack on Israel—something like 300 
military drones  — and Israel retaliated!   Hits Isfahan, “a target-14 15

rich environment”: an airbase, a missile production facility, and 
other significant military-related targets.  China and CA 16

Representative Maxine Waters sides with Iran.  
Listen to Xi’s response to Israel’s attack on Iran.  Official statement: 17

“China opposes any act that leads to further escalation of tensions 
and will continue to play a constructive role in de-escalating the 

 982.6.12-Israel carries out limited strikes on Iran, with the extent of damage unclear 14

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/israel-limited-strikes-iran-rcna147925

 982.6.12-Israel carries out limited strikes on Iran, with the extent of damage unclear 15

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/israel-limited-strikes-iran-rcna147925

 https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/israel-limited-strikes-iran-rcna14792516

 982.6.1-China Responds After Israel Strikes Iran https://www.newsbreak.com/news/17

3408904331517-china-responds-after-israel-strikes-iran?noAds=1&_f=app_share&s=i3
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situation.” [IBID] Lin Jian, China’s Foreign Ministry spokesperson, 
said NOTHING ABOUT Iran’s ATROCIOUS ATTACK ON 
ISRAEL: “Unlike the U.S. and its partners, China stopped short of 
condemning Iran’s aerial attack.”   18

Hey, Xi, it’s a really bad idea to bet against Israel. I have an inside 
connection to God’s mind on this subject. It’s called the Bible. It’s 
connected with the promise of Christ’s FIRST COMING. [IBID]. 
Don’t make the mistake of thinking that because Israel rejected her 
King, this promise was withdrawn.  What He withdrew was the 19

restoration of Israel to world dominance, as in the days of 
Solomon.  He passed “the kingdom” to the Gentiles,  specifically, 20 21

to His people, His holy nation.  So long as the people of Christ’s 22

kingdom are present on this earth, ISRAEL WILL HAVE A 
FRIEND. is current usurping regime notwithstanding, at the end 
of the day, AMERICA WILL SIDE WITH ISRAEL!  
For all the talk about CCP superiority, the fact is that the US 
military is only being made to “look weak” as a propaganda tool to 
make Americans afraid. When you look at Richard (now Rachel) 

 https://www.newsbreak.com/news/3408904331517-china-responds-after-israel-18

strikes-iran?noAds=1&_f=app_share&s=i3

 Matthew 21:43 Therefore say I unto you, The kingdom of God shall be taken from 19
you, and given to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof.

 1Kings 10:24 And all the earth sought to Solomon, to hear his wisdom, which God 20
had put in his heart.

 Acts 28:28 Be it known therefore unto you, that the salvation of God is sent unto the 21
Gentiles, and that they will hear it.

 1Peter 2:7 Unto you therefore which believe he is precious: but unto them which be 22
disobedient, the stone which the builders disallowed, the same is made the head of the 
corner,

1Peter 2:8 And a stone of stumbling, and a rock of offence, even to them which stumble 
at the word, being disobedient: whereunto also they were appointed.

1Peter 2:9 But ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar 
people; that ye should shew forth the praises of him who hath called you out of 
darkness into his marvellous light:

1Peter 2:10 Which in time past were not a people, but are now the people of God: 
which had not obtained mercy, but now have obtained mercy.
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Levine in his Navy uniform or hear the nonsense about gender 
affirmation policies implemented in the US Military, don’t make the 
mistake of thinking these perverts are going to be representing us 
on the battlefield. When it comes time to FIGHT, you’ll face the 
real American soldier, Mr. Xi. 
You’ll also find out what you probably already know: the current 
evil regime in the US wants your CCP money. When push comes to 
shove, they’ll turn on you even faster than they turned on 
Americans. Satan does not control the American spirit, and all you 
are succeeding to do is wake up the AMERICAN GOD-FEARING 
PATRIOT! And we’ll take our slings and stones and take down any 
Goliath between them and their LIBERTY! Yep. It’s in the Bible.  23

CA Representative Ms. Maxine Waters dismissed the Iranian attack 
as “faked.”  She said the Jewish state has no right to retaliate 24

against a fake attack. I have a message for you, Maxine, Ms. “you 
get in their faces and tell [those Trump supporters] they are not 
welcome in this State” Maxine is going to “water her panties” when 
God-fearing Patriot steps up, take the reins, and send her ilk back 
to the “Projects” to face the wrath of the constituents she lied to and 
abused and used for her filthy lucre. 
Okay, I’ll need to take a break. See you on the other side! 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 

 Zechariah 9:15 The LORD of hosts shall defend them; and they shall devour, and 23
subdue with sling stones; and they shall drink, and make a noise as through wine; and 
they shall be filled like bowls, and as the corners of the altar.

 982.31.1-🇺🇸 Travis🇺🇸  on X/ "HAPPENING NOW/ 85 year old Rep Maxine Waters has 24

called Irans attack fake after they launched 320 drones and injured one person and 
damaged property. She said the Jewish state has no right to retaliate the “fake” attack. 
During the democratic conference Rep Rashida Tlaib… https/t.co/PdVTJw7zIC" / X 
https-//twitter.com/Travis_in_Flint/status/1781091405407924506
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enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 
liberty. 
As the “invasion” from drug and sex trafficking Cartels and foreign 
enemies continues across our borders, and planned cyber invasions 
are rumored to be coming from CHINA, the Queer invasion heats 
up. 
Riley Gaines, American champion swimmer from Tennessee who 
lost a national title race to a dude named Lia omas—one of those 
pathetic men who can’t compete with men, so he claims to be a girl 
so he can race against women, dominate them, and steal their glory.  
Biden, another perverse man who holds glory earned by others, 
plagiarizing speeches and stealing elections, has lately had Title IX 
rewritten. Title IX governs school athletics, passed in the 70s and 
challenged in court in 1972.  It prohibits discrimination based on 25

sex, a word used interchangeably with gender back then.  
e Biden Title IX allows men to take academic and athletic 
scholarships from women, gives men full access to bathrooms, 
locker rooms, and other places reserved for gender privacy; it 
allows men to be housed in dorm rooms with women and requires 
both students and faculty to use a pervert’s preferred pronouns. 
Failure to comply with Title IX, even questioning this nonsense, 
can expose you to charges of harassment.  
You Biden supporters, are you okay with that? Even questioning the 
law is forbidden.  
e Queer invasion has been attacking gender distinctions for a 
while, and now it’s having a destabilizing effect on identity in a 
more broad way. If a man can identify as a girl, why can’t he 
“identify” as an animal?  

 982.0.1-Title IX and Sex Discrimination https-//www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/25

docs/tix_dis.html
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You might have heard what is going down in a middle school in 
Utah. A furrie  craze has broken out, with kids identifying as cats, 26

or dogs, or mice, or whatever animal they want to personify. Well, 
these kids are taking their alternate “identity” so far that they are 
acting like the animals they portray — the cat furries are scratching 
other kids, the dog furries are biting at and barking at the other 
kids, and it’s creating a problem—interfering with the school’s 
mission and purpose—which, presumably, is to teach the kids. 
What is a furry? is article explains.  Furries are not ereians. 27

According to the erian Guide,  the “generally accepted 28

definition” is “a person who experiences being and identifies as a 
non-human animal on an integral, personal level.” [IBID] e word 
therian is a noun for a “mammal of the major group eria, which 
comprises the marsupials and placentals.  From this word, we get 29

erianthropic, which refers to a deity that combines the form of an 
animal with that of a man: the Centaur would be an example.  
How do you know you are a erianthrope? Well, there is a 
“familiar feeling with the animal,” a feeling that “this is what I am.” 
So, is this getting sick and then sicker?  
Anyway, back to furries. According to an older Furry named 
Strudel, furries do not think of themselves as animals. It’s a 
“fandom” thing. In the same way Taylor fans want to dress like her, 
these cat, dog, and mouse fans want to dress like and emulate their 
favorite furry.  

 982.2.2-Students walk out of Utah middle school to protest 'furries' https://26

www.abc4.com/news/wasatch-front/utah-student-furry-protest/

 982.2.2-Students walk out of Utah middle school to protest 'furries' https://27

www.abc4.com/news/wasatch-front/utah-student-furry-protest/

 982.2.3-The Therian Guide https://therian-guide.com/index.php/2-therianthropy.html28

 Apple on board Dictionary: therian, see also 29
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e normal students at Mt. Nebo Middle School in Utah don’t like 
having students assault them, hiding behind a cat or dog mask or 
persona! I think that’s understandable.  
So they protested to the school to stop this nonsense, but the school 
officials said the assaulted students needed to stay away from the 
furries. at’s right! e Furries are not told to stay away from the 
normal kids who want the furries to leave them alone; instead, they 
have instructed the normal kids to stay away from them. 
It’s always like that, you know, with liberals. All the normal people 
have to cow tow to the crazy people. e straight has to 
accommodate perverse. And guess what; a lot of that comes from 
the fact that these people would rather work with normal kids than 
crazy ones. Someone so crazy they act like a dog or a cat and excuse 
aggressive behavior on their alternate identity are weird, unruly, 
and harder to reason with or control. So they default to trying to 
work the problem from the side of normal people because they can 
be reasoned with.  
But this only exacerbates the problem! It does nothing for the 
sickness that has taken hold of these kids and only deepens the 
animosity the normals feel against these weirdos.  
Besides, we have it on the authority of experience what to expect. 
So long as the Furries don’t actually think they are the animal they 
identify with, or as they will have no special “rights,” before long, 
we can expect it to become increasingly popular to go from Furry 
to erian. Haha! Furrism is a gateway to erianism.  
Next, human beings will demand to be allowed to compete in dog 
shows, and the judges will be pressured to give the prize to a 
erian. Now, you’ll see pictures of men dressed as dogs with “best 
in show” blue ribbons around their necks.  
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Poor Chaser, a border collie famous for knowing over 1,000 human 
words, can’t compete with Lea, a man who identifies as a female 
collie, who knows 5,000 human words.  30

And what about poor Benji, who became famous as a movie star 
canine in 1974? Move over, Benji; here comes Bently, the woman 
who identifies as a male mutt, preening for the cameras and getting 
lots of love and support from those who sympathize with crazy 
people so sick they can’t accept what and who they are.  
e sickness goes deep. Confusion reigns! Here is a guy who posted 
a video he took of a pig that was crowded in a slaughter truck on 
their way to the slaughterhouse. Here it is.  So this guy, let’s see, his 31

name is John, he takes a video of this pig and posts it on X, “I 
filmed this pig staring at me; he arrived at the slaughterhouse. His 
eyes. e fear. e terror.” He added a broken heart emoji! He 
followed this with a challenge for us all to Retweet his video to give 
the little oinker a voice: “RT to give him a voice. Don’t let his death 
be in vain.” 
Well, my pastor friend obliged and retweeted Oinky’s video with 
this comment: “A huge number of people can instinctively 
recognize the moral worth of a pig but cannot recognize any worth 
at all in an unborn child. is is a deep spiritual sickness. If you are 
one of these people, you should know that you are extremely 
deranged and morally deformed.” 
I should invite Pastor Benefield to visit me so I can take him to Mo’s 
Barbecue, where we can enjoy some succulent pork ribs. 
Yeah! When I look into Oinky’s eyes, I don’t confuse it with a 
erian or a Furry—nope, it’s a pig. 

 982.0.2-The 16 Most Famous Dogs in History - A-Z Animals https-//a-z-animals.com/30

articles/the-most-famous-dogs-in-history/

 https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=41356794947930931
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By the way, the baby in the womb is a baby, a child. In fact, that’s 
what the word Fetus means. Look it up! It means LITTLE CHILD. 
Oh, and by the by the way! is guy John, who lamented the plight 
of the poor piggy, posted a fight scene between two humans in a 
boxing or fighting ring surrounded by spikes; I mean nasty looking 
seriously going to impale you spikes — a foot or longer — 
hundreds surrounding the ring — I guess everyone has their way of 
expressing their savagery! I’ll take eating pork ribs to killing babies 
and impaling humans! 
And you won’t believe this! I scrolled down a little farther, and you 
won’t believe what I found—a Brain Massage post from a show I 
did back in August 2022!  
How about that? 
I’m going to have to begin the wrap! 
Mike Johnson’s spectacular fall rivals Satan’s — like lightning from 
Heaven!  
On my Brain Massage® LIVE - a Brain Massage livestream that airs 
on Tuesday, ursday, and Saturday nights at 8 PM. You can 
subscribe to receive the Brain Massage® show in your inbox on 
Friday night aer it’s posted to be released to our radio station and 
podcast distribution. Let me know if you want to be put on the 
notifications list so you’ll be notified when I go LIVE. 
Anyway, I’ve been keeping you up on what’s going on with Mike. 
He has completely lost it! I believe Christians ought to be in public 
office, but that alone does not make them fit for office. is guy is a 
disaster. He thinks of himself as a protector of the government, 
refusing to support the Constitution and protect the PEOPLE; he 
keeps the predatory government well funded — keeps spending us 
into oblivion, and keeps sending billions to prop up Biden’s corrupt 
piggy bank there in Ukraine. 
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But the most egregious thing he did was this. e FISA law that 
empowers the government to obliterate our rights — suspends the 
Constitution and puts us under BLATANT TYRANNY, oppressed 
by a DOJ and its FBI to trample on our rights using the provisions 
for warrantless spying on American citizens — it was up for a vote, 
and the House was evenly divided — the Speaker rarely adds his 
vote, but it came down to a tie, and the Speaker would break the tie 
— SPEAK JOHNSON, SINGLE HANDEDLY THREW ALL THE 
CONSERVATIVES UNDER THE BUS, THREW ALL PATRIOTS 
UNDER THE BUS, he broke the tie in FAVOR OF BIDEN, 
MYORKAS, WRAY and the rest of the DEMONIAC OPPRESSORS 
— the guy went total Judas on us, the only mercy being we did not 
have to endure the betrayers kiss — instead, he virtually flipped us 
off ! 
Well, here is the latest! Now that idiot goes on record saying he 
believes that WHITE PRIVILEGE IS REAL and SYSTEMIC 
CHANGE is needed! I intended to speak to this and dig into some 
essential insights you need to understand how totally evil this is — 
but catch me LIVE Saturday night at 8. 
For now, understand that Mike has fallen prey to racism — racism 
sees all these disparities as a black versus white issue when THE 
FACT IS IT HAS ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO DO WITH 
COLOR AND EVERYTHING TO DO WITH CHARACTER. It’s 
about a culture that values independence and hard work versus a 
culture that embraces victimhood! It’s a righteousness versus 
wickedness issue. Going with this white privilege nonsense ignores 
CHARACTER and makes it all about COLOR. at is the reverse 
of what Martin Luther King called for, and it’s ANTICHRISTIAN.  
Rand Paul said it plainly: SPEAKER JOHNSON: “No longer the 
GOP Speaker of the House, but Speaker for the Uniparty’s 1.5T 
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deficit, warrantless spying on Americans, and a foreign aid bill with 
more deficit spending than Schumer’s budget buster.”  32

Mike is under fire by the genuine conservatives in his Party and 
there is talk about ousting him. You do remember this is the same 
nonsense that got what’s his name fired — good night — oh yeah, 
Kevin McCarthy — SAME THING! What’s Mike to do? 
He might as well join the Democrats — Pelosi is reaching out. 
Yeah! Nancy Pelosi is praising Republican Speaker Mike Johnson, 
and I agree with Carrie; that’s all you need to know about Johnson. 
And I’m with you. Vacate the Chair!  33

Maybe weirder than Mike’s defection is Barr’s recent endorsement 
of Trump  — and I only have time to ask you the obvious question: 34

A R E T H E Y P R E PA R I N G T O E M B E D T R U M P ’ S 
ADMINISTRATION WITH OPPOSITION JUST IN CASE HE 
GETS ELECTED? Understand that winning this election does not 
END THIS WAR. 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch, and now you let me 
know if you see them.  
Email me by going to our website at branmassage.net. at’s 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 
email. 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 
805.314.2114. 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church.

 https://twitter.com/RandPaul/status/1781290987660198232?32

cn=ZmxleGlibGVfcmVjcw%3D%3D&refsrc=email 

 982.16.1-Juanita Broaddrick on X/ "If this witch is for it…. It’s bad." / X https-//33

twitter.com/atensnut/status/1781021248933228951

 982.27.3-🇺🇸 🇺🇸 Josh Dunlap🇺🇸 🇺🇸  ULTRA-MAGA on X/ "Bill Barr has announced his 34

endorsement of Donald Trump for President. What's your reaction? https/t.co/
oKkjGIzjaz" / X https-//twitter.com/JDunlap1974/status/1781265894540239317
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